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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an artin algebra and T, a finitely generated module with 
B = End( T,). We call a long exact sequence 
a T,-coresolution of a module X, provided T, E add( T, ) and 
ExtL(Im fk, T) = 0 for all k>O. We denote by cog*(T,) the class of all 
finitely generated modules possessing their T,-coresolutions. The module 
T, is called a generalized tilting module [6, 71 if it has the following two 
properties: 
(GT-1) Ext:(T, T)=O for any i3 1, 
(GT-2) A, E cog*( T,). 
In this case, the left module BT becomes again a generalized tilting module 
with End(,T) = A [8]. 
It should be noted here that the notion of generalized tilting modules is 
fairly general and the class of such modules contains all tilting modules of 
finite projective dimension in the sense of Miyashita [6] and also all 
cotilting modules of finite injective dimension. Especially, the injective 
cogenerator DA is always a generalized tilting module even if the regular 
module A has infinite injective dimension on each side. 
In the joint work with Tachikawa [7], we proved the existence of a 
stably equivalent functor &-T(A) %&-T(B) for any genuine tilting 
module defined by Happel and Ringle [S] by introducing torsion and tor- 
sion-free resolutions of modules. We have tried to generalize the existence 
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theorem of stably equivalent functors for genuine tilting modules to the 
wider class of generalized tilting modules in the previous paper [9], and 
proved that such equivalent functors exist for both tilting modules of finite 
projective dimension and cotilting modules of finite injective dimension. 
We expect that the existence theorem holds for any kind of generalized 
tilting module, though we have not completed yet. In fact, we have proved 
that the existence of some special type of short exact sequences for all 
finitely generated modules ensures the existence of the equivalent functors. 
For a generalized tilting module T,, the classes g( TA) and D( T,) are - 
defined as 
e(TA)=cog*(TA)n n KerExt>(-, T), 
i2.l 
C(T,t) = N&W) 
=gen*(T,)n n KerExti(T, -), 
iZ,l 
where gen*(T,) is the class of all modules X, possessing their 
T,-resolutions, i.e., the type of long exact sequences, 
. ..A T+ T,& To- X,---t 0, 
with T,Eadd(TA) and Exta(T, Imf,)=O for all k>O. 
For any class g of modules, we define the related classes as 
Let (C, 0) be a pair of classes of modules. We call a short exact sequence 
0 + XA + ? + W + 0 with VE c and WE p a (g, D)-kernel expression 
of a module X,. Let us denote by Ker(g, 0) and C!ok(g, 0) the classes 
of modules for which there exist (C, p)-kernel expressions and (c, p)- 
cokernel expressions, respectively. 
We have proved in Ref. [9] that the conditions mod-A = Ker(C( T,), 
F(TA) n g(C(TA))) and mod-B= Cok(C(~TB) n [@PTd), DW’d) for 
a generalized tilting module B T, imply the existence of a stably equivalent 
functor &-T(A) r&-T(B). 
In the present paper, we shall study the classes g(T,) and g(T,), and 
relations !@(T,))sC(T,), ~C~CTA))sg(TA), Jc(g(T,))=g(T,) and 
_P(D(T,)) = D(T,), first. Then we shall prove that the conditions 
mod-A = Ker&( TA ), f(c:( T, 1)) and mod-B= Cok(i(g(DT,)), p(DT,)) 
hold if one of the classes C( T,), ,P( C( TA )) contains only finitely many non- 
isomorphic indecomposable modules. 
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As the corollary of this, we have 
THEOREM. For a generalized tilting module BTA, if A or B is representa- 
tion-finite, there exists a stably equivalent finctor &-T(A) rmod-T(B). 
Some of the results in this paper have been obtained independently by 
Auslander and Buchweitz [ 11. 
Throughout this paper, all rings are artin algebras over a fixed com- 
mutative artin ring and all modules finitely generated over those algebras. 
Homomorphisms operate from the opposite side of the scalar. The 
ordinary duality functor is always denoted by D. For an algebra A, we 
denote by T(A) the trivial extension of A by its minimal injective 
cogenerator DA. The category of all (finitely generated) right modules is 
denoted by mod-A. Finally, &-A means the projectively stable category 
of mod-A in the sense of Auslander and Reiten [a]. 
1. THE CLASSES c(TA) AND p(TA) 
Let BTA be a generalized tilting module. In this section, we study the 
classes g( TA) = gen*( TA) n ni, i Ker Exti( T, -) and D( TA) = cog*( TA) n 
fiIa i Ker Ext’,(-, T). It is proved in [S] that the equivalent condition for 
a module T, with B= End(T,) to be a generalized tilting module is 
End( B T) = A and Ext B( T, T) = 0 = Ext i,( T, T) for all i > 1. Therefore, the 
module BTA is a generalized tilting module if and only if so is the dual 
module aDT,. So, we may consider the classes g(DT,) and g(DT,), 
similarly. 
We recall from Ref. [9] the fundamental results on those module classes. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 [9, Corollary 2.51. The adjoint pair of functors 
Hom(, TA, -) and (-0 BTA) induces the category equivalence 
$Y( TA) r p(DT,) and, similarly, the adjoint pair of ((0 .DT,) 
Hom(,DT,, -) induces p(TA)% C(DT,), where we regard the module 
classes as the full subcategories-of the corresponding whole module 
categories. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [9, Proposition 2.61. The following implications hold 
for any short exact sequence 0 + X + Y + Z + 0: 
(1) X z~C(T/il* YEC(T,), 
(2) X YE &XT,)=Ze g(T,), 
(3) Y, ZEN and Exta(T, X)=O*XEC(T~), 
(4) X ZEN- y~e,(T,), 
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(6) X, YES andExt;(Z, T)=O=~-ZE~(T~). 
LEMMA 1.3 [9, Proposition 2.41. The adjoint pair of functors 
Hom(,T,, -) and (-0 BTA) induces the equivalences gen*(TA)rFix(qT)n 
ni, 1 Ker Ext$, DT) and Fix(.s’) n ni, i Ker Ext>( T, -) 3 cog*(DT,), 
where nT and tzT denote the counit and the unit of the adjunction 
and Fix(qT) and Fix(sT) stand for the module classes consisting of all 
modules which are fixed by those natural transformations. Similarly, the 
adjoint pair of the functors (-0 ADTB) and Hom(, DT,, -) induces the 
equivalences cog*(T,) % Fix(sDT) n ni, 1 Ker Exti(DT, -) and Fix(#)=) n 
ni,, Ker Ext>(-, T)rgen*(DT,). 
LEMMA 1.4. For any module V in l(Q(T,)), the isomorphisms 
Ext>( W, V) = 0 hold for all WE D( TA) and i a-1. Similarly, for any module 
WE p( g( TA )), the isomorphisms Ext f ( W, V) = 0 hold for all V E $I( T, ) and 
i> 1. 
Proof We prove the first statement only. The second statement is given 
by making the dual of the first one. 
By the definition of the class P(T,), it has the projective modules as its 
members. Consider the sequence 0 + K + P(W) -+ W-t 0, where the 
epimorphism P(W) + W is the projective cover of WA. Since the class 
p( T,) is closed under kernel of epimorphism, the module K is a member 
of the class p( TA). Therefore, we have Ext>(K, V) E ExtL+ ‘( W, V) for all 
ia 1 and conclude the assertion by induction on i. 
LEMMA 1.5. The adjoint pair of functors Hom(, T,, -) and (- 0 .T,) 
induces the equivalence l(e( T,)) rp(C(DT,)). Similarly, the adjoint pair 
of functors (-0 A DT,) and Hom(, DT,, -) induces the equivalence 
LWT/i))~@(DT,)). 
Proof By the same reason as above, we prove the first assertion only. 
The proof of Proposition 2.14 in [9] can be applied to this lemma, but we 
restate it for completeness. 
We abbreviate Hom(X, Y) as [A’, Y] and X0 A Y, X@ gY as X@ Y. 
In order to prove [T, V],EP(C(DT,)) for VA E &D( T.,,)), we want to - - 
show the isomorphism ExtL( [T, V], W@ DT) = 0 for any module 
WA E p( TA ). Let 
O+W-+T&Tf’-T& 0 1 2 . . . 
be a T,-coresolution of WA. Let us put W, = Ker fk for all k > 0. It is easy 
to see that the sequence 
0- W@DT- To@DTm T,@DT==, . . . 
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is exact and, in fact, a DB,-coresolution with W, 0 DT= Ker fk 0 DT for 
ail k>O. Applying the functor [[T, V], -1 to the sequences 0 + Wk@ 
DT-+ T,QDT+ W,,, 0 DT+ 0, we have the commutative diagram with 
exact rows, 
o- [CT, VI, W,ODTl - IIT, VI, T,ODTl - 
where c: [T, V] 0 [W, T] + [ W, I’] denotes the composition map in the 
category mod-A; i.e., it sends f 0 g E [T, V] @ [ W, T] to f. g E [ W, V]. It 
is easy to see that the maps c: [T, V] @ [T,, T] -+ [ Tk, I’] are all bijec- 
tive. Therefore, by the snake lemma, we see that all the maps 
DC: D( [ W,, V]) + D( [ T, I’] 0 [ W,, T]) are bijective and Extk,+ ‘(CT, V], 
W@DT) g Exti([T, V], W,@DT)=O for all k>O. 
From the proof above, we have obtained the important fact that 
the composition map c: [T, V] @ [ W, T] -+ [W, V] is bijective for 
I’E!(~( TA)) and WE p( TA). Now substitute the regular module A, for W 
in the bijection. Then we have 
CT, J’IO CA, Tl A [A, V] 
II 
t c5 1 
I 
CT, UC3T y V. 
&V 
Thus we obtain the isomorphism 8;: [T, V] 0 Tr V. 
As the dual of above, we have Y@ TE~(D(T~)) for Yczf(g(DT,)) and 
obtain YE Fix(q=). 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSTION 1.6. The following statement hold. 
(1) I@((TA))s G‘(T/i)> @,(DT,))s &(DTd. 
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ProoJ: Since T, E p( TA), by Lemma 1.4, we have J(D( T,)) z ni, 1 Ker 
Ext>(T, -). Similarly, we obtain &‘(C(DT,))s fii,, Ker Extg(-, DT). 
Therefore, we know that the full subcategories &l(T,)) 5 Fix(sT) n 
ni,, Ker Ext>(T, -) and p(C(DT,)) 5 Fix(qT) n ni,, Ker Extg(-, DT) 
are category equivalent by the adjoint pair of functors Hom(,T,, -) and 
(-0 BTA). On the other hand, by Lemma 1.3, the categories Fix(sT) n 
n,, I Ker Exti(T, -) and Fix(y=) n n,, I Ker Ext’,(-, DT) correspond to 
cog*(DT,) and gen*( T,) by the same functors, respectively. From here, we 
know the inclusions I(P(TA))sgen*(TA)nn,s, KerExtL(T,-)=g(T,) 
and p(g(DTB)) se(DT,). This finishes the proof of the assertions (1) 
and (3). 
Next we prove JP(C( T,)) = C( TA). By the definition of the operators i 
and ,P, we have g(TA) H’(C(T,)). In order to prove the inclusion 
IE(C’(T/t))s G(T,), we have -first that the adjoint pair of functors 
Hom(J,, -) and (-0 BTA) induces the equivalence LJg( TA)) s 
_pI(D(DT,)), by the same way of the proof of Lemma 1.5. Since the class 
p(c( T,)) has any projective module as a member and is closed under 
kernels of epimorphisms as easily shown, we can apply the proof of 
Lemma 1.4 to this class and obtain the fact that Exti( W, V) = 0 for all 
WE 4( g( TA)) and V/E lE( g( T,)). Similarly, we know that Extg(X, Y) = 0 
for all XE _pI(Q(DT,) and YE 1)(DT,). Now, taking account the existence 
of the equivalence lc(C( TA)) r_P_I(g(DT,)) and the fact that 
TA~J’(C(TA)) and DT,E@(DT,)), we have g(C(T,))sFix(~~)n 
ni,, Ker Ext>(T, -) and _pI(D(DT,)) & Fix(qT) n ni, 1 Ker ExtB(-, DT). 
Then, by Lemma 1.3, we obtain the inclusions Lg(g( TA)) & g(TA) 
and_P_I(D(DT,)) g Q(DT,) as desired. - - 
PROPOSITION 1.7. The following implications hold for any short exact 
sequence O-+X-+ Y-+Z+O: 
(1) X ZE_I(I?(TA))=- y~l(l>(T,)), - - 
(2) X Y~I(~(T,))~ZEI(B(T~)), 
(3) Y, ZEI@(T~)) and Ext:(T, X)=O*XEi(I;)(TA)), 
(4) X z~f’(g(TA))= y~=p(c‘(T,)), 
(5) K ZE_P(C(T~))~XEP(C(T~)) and - - 
(6) X, YE_P(C(T~)) and Exti(Z, T)=O*ZE_P(~(T~)). 
Proof: We have proved the same statement on the classes c(TA) n 
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@(TA)) and D(T,) n p(C(T,)) in Ref. [9]. By the previous proposition, 
we can rewrite-it in this form. 
2. KERNEL AND COKERNEL EXPRESSIONS OF MODULES 
In this section, we study (c(TA), p(c(T,)))-kernel expressions and 
(J(D(T,)), D(T,))-kernel expressions of modules and also their duals. _ - - 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [9, Proposition 2.211. (1) Ker(g(T,), f(g(TA))) = 
Co&XT,), _P(G(T,)))t 
(2) Ker(_l(Q(TA)), PCT,d) = Cok(J@(T,)), p(T,)). - - 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 0 +X + Y + Z -+ 0 be exact. Zf two of those 
three modules belong to the class Ker(C( TA), _P(C( TA))), then so does the - - - 
remaining one. 
ProoJ Suppose X and Z belong to Ker(g(T,), g(C(T,))). Assume 
0+X+ I’,-+ W,-+O and O-+Z+ V,W,-+O to be (C(TA), _P(C(T,)))- - - 
kernel expressions of X and Z, i.e., V,, vz~g(TA) and Wx, 
W, E P($( TA)). By making push out of the maps X -+ Y and X + V,, we 




I I II 
o-v,- Y-Z-O 
I I 
x = w, 
1 I 
0 0 
In the diagram, we regard the sequence 0 --f V, + P + Z + 0 as an element 
of the group Ext>(Z, V,). On the other hand, we obtain the isomorphism 
Exti( V,, V,) % Ext>(Z, I’,) from the given kernel expression of Z. There- 
fore, there is a sequence 0 + V, + V -+ V, + 0 which corresponds to the 
above sequence by the map ExtL( V,, Vx) r Exta (Z, Vx). Since the class 
C( T,,) is closed under extensions, the module V belongs to g(T,). Now, 
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combining the last sequence with the above one, we obtain the following 
diagram: 
In the diagram, we put W= Cok( Y -+ Y-+ V). Then, by the snake lemma, 
the sequence 0 + W, + W+ W, -+ 0 is exact. Since the class p(g( TA)) is 
also closed under extensions, W belongs to J’( g( TA)). Hence, we obtain a 
(g( TA), _P(Q T,)))-kernel expression of Y: 0 + Y + I/ + W + 0, as desired. - - 
Next we suppose X and Y belong to the class Ker(C(T,), _P(C(T,))) = - - 
CokQT,), _P(C(T,))). Let O-+ V*+ WY+ Y+O be a (g(T,), - - 
=p(C( T,)))-cokernel expression of Y, i.e., I/‘E &‘( TA) and WYe_P(C( T,)). 
From this cokernel expression, 
- - 
we have the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows and columns: 
0 0 
I I 
vy - Vy 
I I 
o-x-w y- z-o 




It is obvious C( TA) 5 Ker(g( TA), p(C( TA))) by the definition. So, in the 
left hand column above, the modules Vy and X are members of the class 
Ker(c(TA), f’(C(T,))) which is closed under extensions as proved before. - - 
Hence, there is a (&( TA), B(&( T,)))-kernel expression of X. Let 
0 --) x + Vx + W, 4 0 be a (C( TA), _P(C( T,)))-kernel expression of x By 
making push out of the maps X + fy and 8+ Vx we have the following 





From tuhe above diagram, by the same reason as before, we obtain a 
(C( TA), _P(C( T,)))-cokernel expression of Z: 0 + VK + W -+ Z + 0. 
-Finally, we remark that the last assertion of the proposition is the dual 
of the second and it will be proved by the dual manner of the above. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The following statements hold. 
(1) Ker(C( TA), _P( C( TA))) = mod-A if and only if all simple modules - - 
belong to the class Ker(g( TA), p(C( T,))). 
(2) Any module which has finite projective or injective dimension 
belongs to the class Ker(g( TA), E(C( TA))). 
(3) Ker(g( TA), p(c( TA))) = mod-A holds for any algebra A of finite 
global dimension. 
From now on, we concentrate on proving the theorem in the Introduc- 
tion. Let us begin with considering the properties (*l) and (*2) below on 
a monomorphism U: X, --f V, with V E C( TA). 
(* 1) For any morphism f: X, --, WA with U E g( TA), there exists an 
extended morphism f ‘: V, + U, such that f = f' . u. 
(*2) For any g E End( V,), g. u = u implies the map g being an 
automorphism. 
In the paper [4], Auslander and Smalo called the morphism u left 
minimal if it has the property (*2) above. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If the monomorphism u: X, + V, with VE C( TA) has 
the properties (*l ) and (*2), then the cokernel Cok u belongs to the class 
W(T,)). = - 
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Proof: We have to show that any short exact sequence 
0 -+ U -+ M 5 Cok u + 0 with U E g( T,) must split. By making pull back 
of the epimorphisms cok U: V+ Cok u and q: A4 + Cok U, we have the 
following commutative diagram: 
=U 
i r 
O---+X&LA A4 -0 
I 4 
O-X- V coku*Coku-O 
From the middle column, we have L E g( TA) and, by (* 1 ), there s a map 
s’: V+ L such that s = s’ . U. Further, the map s’ induces s”: Cok u -+ M 
such that t . s’ = s” . cok U. Combining those maps, we have the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows: 
In the diagram, by (*2), the map p . s’ is an isomorphism and so is q . s” 
by the snake lemma. Therefore, the epimorphism q is splitting. 
This completes the proof. 
We call a morphism f: M --+ N redundant if there is a non-trivial decom- 
position N= Ni ON, such that, for the matrix expression f = ( $ corre- 
sponding to this decomposition, fi = g .f, holds for some morphism 
g: N, + N,. We call the map f2 redundancy off: A morphism which has no 
redundancy is called irredundant. 
The following lemma is proved by Auslander and Smals [4]. 
LEMMA 2.5. A morphism is left minimal if and only if it is irredundant. 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume the monomorphism u = (il): X + V, 0 V, with 
V = V, 0 Vz E g( TA ) has the property (*I ) and u2 is redundancy of u, i.e., 
u2 = g. u1 for some g: V, + Vz. Then, the morphism u, is monomorphic and 
it has the property( * 1). 
ProojI This is obvious. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Assume that there are (&( TA), p( C( T,)))-kernel 
expression of a module X,. Then, among them, there is a minimal 
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expression 0 +X 3 V(X) 2 W(X) + 0 in the following sense: Any 




V(X)@ To ’ “‘)k W(X)@ To - 0 
with T,~add(T,)=g(T,)n&‘(c(T,)). 
THEOREM 2.8. In the case where the class g(TA) has only finitely many 
non-isomorphic indecomposable modules as its members, the conditions 
Ker(g( TA), _P(C( T,))) = mod-A and Cok(i(e(DT,)), @DT,)) = mod-B 
hold. 
Proof. The second condition follows from the first one, by Proposi- 
tion 1.1. We shall prove Ker(&(T,), f(&(T,)))=mod-A. 
By Proposition 2.4 and Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, it is sufficient o prove that 
there is a monomorphism U: X, -+ V, E g( T,) with the property (* 1) for 
any indecomposable module X, not belonging to the class c( TA). 
Let V, , V,, . . . . V, be a represenative of non-isomorphic indecomposable 
modules in g( T,). We put V = xi= r V, and C= End( V,). Since the 
C-module Hom,(X, V) is finitely generated, there exists a natural number 
n and C’.fl + C.f, + ... + C.f, = Hom,(X, V). Then, it is easy to see that 
the morphism f = ‘(fi, fi, . . . . f,): X+ V(“) has the property (*l). Further, 
since the minimal injective cogenerator DA belongs to the class g(T,), the 
morphism f must be monomorphic. Hence, f is the morphism we wanted. 
COROLLARY 2.9. In the case where the class ,P( C( TA)) has only finitely 
many non-isomorphic indecomposable modules as its members, the conditions 
Ker&XT,), g(c(TA))) =mod-A and Cok(@(DT,)), D(DT,)) = mod-B - 
hold. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.1, it is easy to see that our proof of the 
previous theorem can be applied to this case. 
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